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Our expectations with inquiry-based learning and censorship were. like manyworthwhlle class room lessons. born out of a set of circumstances particular to us. As the Coordinators of Reading and Writing Programs in our high school. we were involved in the initial stages of a new program for Regular Level students that would redesign the traditional curriculum. Problem-based (or in quiry-based) learning would allow teachers from English. history. math. and science to work to ward a more integrated and student-centered curriculum. Those teachers would plan a series of problems that would conceivably involve sev eral disciplines. Students. then. would work together in resolvtng the problems. with the teach ers as resources. not the "keepers ofthe answers." "Students, then, would work together in resolving the problems, with the teachers as resources, not the 'keepers of the answers. '" Our involvement in the initial stages of the program motivated us to consider a single prob lem-based lesson in our own classes. not so ambitious as to include several disciplines. but one that forced students to confront social and ethical issues of their own society. As "luck" would have it. a few parents' rather distorted views of literature forced us to confront the issue of censorship in our department. The parental concerns were typical: the literature was too depressing for students. too violent. too sexually explicit. Even though our district follows the American LibraryAssociation guidelines for deal ing with censorship issues. our problem had presented itself to us.
Introducing The Problem-Based Learn ing Unit
One approach to the unit is to assign a Journal entry to be completed as homework: "Topic Censorship. What does censorship mean and how has censorship affected you? Explain." The assignment requested that students write at least one page and be detailed in their explanations. Students knew that the Journal entries would be shared the next day in class. The following were typical comments: 
Hypothetical Situation
The next day when students arrived In the classroom, a hypothetical situation was written on the chalkboard: "A teacher has assigned the book The Catcher In The Rye to a group of sopho more students. A parent read an article which asserted that this book is on a list of most commonly banned books. The parent has called the principal and wants to know why a banned book is being used In the school." Through class discussion, students offer possible scenarios about the subsequent events. The class deCides that the principal would talk to the teacher. The principal would take the situation to the superintendent who In tum would discuss it with the school board. The parents sign a petition wanting the book banned from their school. At this time the class Identlfted the problem: What is the school policy regarding the choice of materials used In the classroom? The class determined that the problem could be resolved by the school board holding a public meeting to hear all sides of the issue. The school board w1ll reach a decision about school policy.
"Most teenagers feel very strongly about their freedom. tt
If the teacher prefers more control over the presentation of the problem, the following is another suggestion: The class identlftes the roles which people would take In a public meeting: students, teach ers, parents, adm1n1strators, censorship groups, media, and possibly authors and artists.
Once students have identified the roles of those who may participate in such a public meet ing. the article previously mentioned. "Who is Alvin Schwartz and Why do Parents want to Ban his Books?" gives the viewpoints ofdifferent groups consulted about censorship and helps students understand various responses to censorship. For example. a mother believes that children will be frightened by the content of the stories while another editor of children's stories believes the stories help children deal with reality. Students now volunteer to assume the identity ofone ofthe interested parties who will appear at the public meeting and agree to role play that identity at the simulated meeting.
"Possibly the most enjoyable and valuable part of this unit is the evaluation...
Students divide into groups according to the role they have chosen and generate a 11st of questions relevant to that group for library re search. For example, the group who will play the school board came up with questions like: "What is the history ofcensorship issues in this district? How many times have the issues of censorship come up in the district? What exactly is the law regarding censorship issues?" In addition to their library research, students also interviewed actual members of the school board.
The following is a suggested schedule for classroom activities. Obviously, the teacher would tailor the schedule to fit the abilities, needs, and interests of a particular class.
Schedule for Problem-Based Learning
The Public Meeting Finally. the long-awaited day arrives. The students assume their roles, and the role-playing School Board members conduct the meeting. Before the meeting begtns. students review and agree upon the rules for conducting public meet ings and public meeting behavior. Also. it is not possible for the teacher to evaluate each student during the public meeting. As a class, we estab lished some criteria for the evaluation of public meeting behavior. and each student in class agreed to evaluate two other students' participa tion in the meeting. This worked very well. and students carefully wrote comments that were accurate and helpful. One student videotapes the meeting and discussion begtns.
After discussion, solutions for the problem are presented, and the class deCides which solu tion fits best.
Evaluation
Possibly the most enjoyable and valuable part ofthis unit is the evaluation. Once a solution has been agreed upon by the class. the role playing is over and the class is free to evaluate the solution from their own perspectives. Students watched the video and did a flow chart of the discussion. From the flow charts. the class evaluated their performance in discussion.
The culminating activity of the unit was one final exam question. Each student was reqUired to write a comprehensive school policy for the use and chotce of materials in the classroom. As might be expected. students reflected the con cerns and values of the society in which they live. Some saw censorship as necessary and made eloquent cases for it. Others wereJust as eloquent in their defense of the First Amendment. Still "We found ourselves dealing with the unknown each and every day"
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